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Preface

It has been said that change is the only constant. For billions of years, Earth’s environment and the organisms that inhabit it have been constantly changing. Over tens of millennia we, our species, have constantly changed; each generation’s technologies, values, and understanding of its environment have differed from those that preceded it. As a consequence of those technologies and our growing numbers, we have changed Earth’s environment more than any other species living now or in the past.

You and the world around you are the current manifestation of this process of inexorable change. The health and well-being of most of Earth’s people have markedly improved over the past century but our impacts on Earth’s environment have increased significantly. A century ago, our global population was fewer than 2 billion; today there are well over 7.5 billion of us. What’s more, each of us today uses several times more resources and generates several times more waste than our century-ago ancestors. The effects on our environment are alarming. Resources such as water and petroleum are dwindling. Air pollution and water pollution have become commonplace. Rates of extinction among Earth’s species are more than 100 times higher than in pre-industrial times, and Earth’s climate is warming because of human-caused changes in the chemistry of its atmosphere. Sea level rise, dwindling sea ice in the Arctic, and increased severity of droughts and hurricanes are just a few of the consequences of this global warming.

These changes threaten the health of Earth’s ecosystems and the well-being of many of its people; they directly affect you. These changes are unsustainable, but they are not inevitable. Sustainability and ecosystems are important themes throughout this book. Sustainable action and change require knowledge and understanding of the ecosystems upon which we depend. Yes, they are complex, but the key elements of ecosystem function and sustainability are beautifully simple. In an increasingly urban and technology-driven world, the connections between Earth’s ecosystems and our well-being may seem distant, even irrelevant. But they are at all times immediate and compelling.

We have not downplayed the significant challenges presented by the variety of environmental issues that affect our lives because a balanced view of the challenges is needed. Naïve optimism is not likely to motivate substantial change in our actions and impacts, but neither is pessimism. We can all change the world in directions that are truly sustainable. We are convinced you will be part of that process of change. That confidence and conviction were the motivation for writing this book; hope was the inspiration.

New Innovations and Hallmark Features

A New Author

We welcome Justin St. Juliana to the author team of The Environment and You. Justin is a lecturer in the Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Department at Cornell University. Justin believes that scientific concepts can be taught as stories that relate to a student’s life. His ability to relate scientific concepts to a student’s experiences fits perfectly with our goal of bringing environmental science to life. His ability to use technology to improve student learning and engagement has been brought to bear on the various activities in Mastering™, both in this edition and previous ones. Justin’s energy, interests, and teaching philosophy are a welcome addition to the team.

New to this Edition

• Misconception  New to the third edition, this feature addresses common student misunderstandings related to matters of scientific fact and offers a new take on the Q&A feature from prior editions. Is Earth getting warmer because of the ozone hole? Is bottled water safer to drink than tap water? Do vaccines lead to autism in children?

• You Decide  New to the third edition, this feature presents you with a real environmental issue and challenges you to take a stand on that issue, using scientific evidence to support your position. Remember Cecil the lion? Are there some situations where it could be permissible to hunt endangered species? How would you react if fracking were to come to your town?
A Focus on You

A hallmark of each edition, now further reinforced in the third edition, is the importance of humans as agents of environmental change. The effects of those changes on human well-being continue to be a central theme in the third edition. *The Environment and You* emphasizes problem solving and solutions that will enable you to make more informed choices on actions to support the well-being of humans and the health of the planet.

- **Where You Live**  This feature invites you to use primary data sources to explore environmental principles, issues, and sustainable solutions within the context of your local community. By answering the questions posed, you’ll see how concepts and examples from your textbook can be applied to where you live and learn. This will not only satisfy your curiosity but also help you connect local discoveries to central themes of the chapters. Do you know, for example, what biome you live in (Chapter 7) or whether you share your local environment with an endangered species (Chapter 8)? Do you ever think about just how much water you use every day (Chapter 11)? How about the size of your waste footprint (Chapter 17)? These are just a few of the questions you will explore.

- **Seeing Solutions**  Problems need solutions and this feature highlights how individuals and groups around the world are using new approaches to solve environmental problems. Topics include a city that is investing in green space to solve problems associated with transportation, the local economy, and the health of its citizens (Chapter 16); a business that lessens its impact while improving profit and employee–community relations with a focus on the triple bottom line (Chapter 1); a group that supports increases educational opportunity for young women as a means to improve the health and well-being of their communities (Chapter 5); and efforts designed to support underdeveloped countries in dealing with the economic pressures of a changing world (Chapter 8).

- **Agents of Change**  This feature showcases the efforts of college students and recent graduates who have taken action to produce sustainable environments and improve human well-being. It is intended to provide guidance and encouragement for any student with a similar drive to make the world a better place. The third edition features six new inspiring Agents of Change: Will Amos and Aldrin Lupisan, inventors of a bike-powered plastic recycling system; Erica Davis, contributor to a reform bill that keeps money from natural resource extraction within local communities; Amira Odeh, leader of a campus-wide plastic bottle ban; Dejah Powell, creator of an environmental summer camp targeted at disadvantaged inner city youth; Swarnav Pujari, inventor and founder of TouchLight, a company that captures kinetic energy from human foot traffic; and Destiny Watford, champion of clean air and environmental justice in Baltimore.

Solid Coverage of Environmental Science

Our current understanding of environmental issues is built on a foundation of decades of careful research by generations of scientists. The third edition not only continues to provide many examples to help you understand the role science and scientific data can play in reducing uncertainty surrounding environmental issues but also engages you in the spirit of inquiry scientists use to ask questions and gather evidence to support predictions.

- **Currency**  New discoveries are constantly occurring, and our understanding is quickly evolving in all areas of environmental science. Among the many updates to the third edition are recently revised United Nations forecasts for the growth of human populations, the latest information on changes in Earth’s climate from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, and recent innovations in agriculture, energy conservation, and green building practices. This edition provides the most current synthesis of such changes in every environmental field. Graphs and charts use the latest available data, and recent events such as Hurricanes Harvey and Irma; the devastating wildfires in northern California; and the rise and spread of the Zika virus are included.

- **Motivation**  Each chapter opens with an essay about humans and their interaction with or understanding of the environment. From the historic collapse of the Newfoundland cod fishery (Chapter 1) to the restoration of breeding populations of the California Condor (Chapter 8) or the spread of the Zika virus into the Americas (Chapter 18), environmental science is full of interesting stories. These stories will help you connect to the scientific concepts introduced in each chapter.

- **Applications and Examples**  *The Environment and You* provides numerous explanations of how scientists have found innovative ways to gather the evidence that supports current conclusions and enables informed predictions.

- **Focus on Science**  This feature encourages you to think about the process of scientific inquiry and the different methods scientists use to gather evidence by highlighting the work of individual scientists and the contributions they have made. For example, how does a scientist measure the amount of plastic waste in the ocean (Chapter 11)? We emphasize the strategies scientists use to conduct scientific research and include critical thinking questions that will spark class discussion and encourage you to think like a scientist.

- **New Frontiers**  This feature highlights interesting areas of environmental research as well as unique approaches to problem solving. New Frontier features emphasize the complex interactions between new scientific discovery, ethics, and policy and ask you to consider the implications of the power science has to change the way we live and interact with the environment.
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Organized for Learning

*The Environment and You* is organized to help students understand environmental science.

- Each lesson begins with a big idea so students always have a way to see the forest as well as the trees.
- Manageable amounts of information are organized by key concepts within modules, giving students complete lessons before moving on to the next topic.
- Important concepts are illustrated with clear, purposeful charts and graphs and supported with photographs that capture the essence of the concept being presented.

Supporting All Levels of Students

Students in introductory environmental science classes have vastly different levels of science background. *The Environment and You* is designed and written to serve that diversity.

- **Self-assessment:** Questions at the end of every module allow students to assess whether they have truly grasped a topic before they move on. Questions at the end of each chapter are designed to encourage synthesis of concepts and application to real situations.
- **Mastering™ Environmental Science:** Used by over a million science students, the Mastering platform is the most effective and widely used online tutorial, homework, and assessment system for the sciences. It motivates students to come to class prepared; provides students with personalized coaching and feedback; quickly monitors and displays student results; easily captures data to demonstrate assessment outcomes; and automatically grades assignments, including concept review activities, 3-D BioFlix® animation activities and quizzes, Graphit! activities, and chapter reading quizzes.

**Mastering™ Environmental Science** has a suite of activities designed to help your students practice concepts and develop scientific inquiry skills. Assignable activities include:

- **Focus on Figures videos,** new to the third edition, walk students through fifteen of the most critical environmental science figures from *The Environment and You*. Each video, created by Justin St. Juliana, helps students explore and interpret key figures such as the carbon cycle, the Keeling curve, and logistic population growth. The videos are assignable in **Mastering™ Environmental Science** as part of an interactive activity that further reinforces student understanding.
- **Process of Science activities** encourage your students to put scientific inquiry skills into action. These interactive activities guide them through current environmental research and help them understand concepts such as developing a hypothesis, making a prediction, understanding variables and independent variables, and more.
- **Global Connection activities** demonstrate the global relevance of local environmental issues and chapter themes. Your students will be able to draw comparisons between environmental issues in the United States and other countries such as water usage, air pollution, or species habitat loss.
- **Interpreting Graphs and Data** activities allow students to practice quantitative skills related to graph interpretation and analysis.
- **Video Field Trips** bring real environmental issues to life. These fourteen videos are embedded in the eText and assignable in **Mastering™ Environmental Science**. Take a tour of a water desalination plant, explore the sustainability features of a college campus, or visit a coal-fired power plant. These are just a few examples of the issues each video explores.
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